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A model of protein-ligand binding kinetics in which slow solvent dynamics results from hydropho-
bic drying transitions is investigated. Molecular dynamics simulations show that solvent in the
receptor pocket can fluctuate between wet and dry states with lifetimes in each state that are long
enough for the extraction of a separable potential of mean force and wet-to-dry transitions. We
introduce a Diffusive Surface Hopping Model that is represented by a two-dimensional Markovian
master equation. One dimension is the standard reaction coordinate, the ligand-pocket separation,
and the other is the solvent state in the region between ligand and binding pocket which specifies
whether it is wet or dry. In our model, the ligand diffuses on a dynamic free energy surface which
undergoes kinetic transitions between the wet and dry states. The model yields good agreement
with results from explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulation and an improved description of the
kinetics of hydrophobic assembly. Furthermore, it is consistent with a “non-Markovian Brownian
theory” for the ligand-pocket separation coordinate alone.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent theoretical work has shown that the
displacement of water by drug molecules is im-
portant in the thermodynamics and kinetics of
ligand–enzyme binding [1–3]. The kinetics of
drug docking are known to be a key metric for
lead optimization [4]. In the present work, we
explore the kinetic motifs of hydrophobic associ-
ation on ligand binding. This is achieved by the
development of a simple model for hydrophobic
association that is compared with explicit sol-
vent molecular dynamics simulations.
One of the signature features of hydropho-
bic assembly is the observation of a dewet-
ting transition [5–9]. Drying behavior has been
found to play an important role in protein self-
assembly and the behavior of nano-confined wa-
ter [10, 11]. The present paper draws on our
extensive work on the role of molecular-scale
hydrodynamics in hydrophobic collapse [12, 13]
where we showed that when the attraction be-
tween water and two associating nanoscale ob-
jects is weak, assembly proceeds via a drying
transition in the inter-solute region. This tran-
sition is characterized by large peaks in the rel-
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ative translational friction coefficient that cor-
respond to large and slow solvent fluctuations.
The slow relaxation times exhibited by water
undergoing dewetting transitions suggest that
resulting non-Markovian effects may prove to
be a crucial element in a full description of the
assembly kinetics.
We presently extend our earlier investigations
to a model of a spherical ligand docking in a
concave cavity. The model is similar to one in-
vestigated in a series of papers by McCammon
and co-workers [14, 15], but altered to describe
the assembly of a nanoscale ligand. This alter-
ation facilitates the study of a large-scale dry-
ing transition. We investigate the molecular-
scale hydrodynamic effects and the kinetic rate
constants for binding and develop a theoreti-
cal framework to describe hydrophobic assem-
bly which couples the diffusive reaction coor-
dinate (the separation) to transitions between
“wet” and “dry” states which are defined by a
coarse-grained solvent occupancy in the bind-
ing pocket. This model is conceptually similar
to the surface hopping algorithm employed in
non-adiabatic quantum dynamics [16], and thus
we call it the diffusive surface hopping model
(DSHM). We show how the model reproduces
the effect of drying fluctuations that are evi-
denced in an ensemble of explicit solvent molec-
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2ular dynamics assembly trajectories. We com-
pare different kinetic schemes with the results
of all-atom molecular dynamics.
In very recent work, Setny, et al. [17] have
computed the hydrodynamic profile for the lig-
and binding model that originated in Ref. 14.
It was found that enhanced and slowed hydra-
tion fluctuations engender a slow down in the
ligand dynamics, in agreement with our results
on model plates and spheres [12, 13]. This
work also reported a shift in the spatial hy-
drodynamic effect that was attributed to non-
Markovian effects. We find a related behav-
ior in our study and show that it is resolved
by use of the DSHM. In this way, the theo-
retical framework that is presently introduced
yields a coarse-grained dynamical scheme that
improves upon the description obtained from
Smoluchowski (Brownian) dynamics when slow
solvent motions are important.
II. COARSE GRAINED
DESCRIPTIONS OF HYDROPHOBIC
ASSEMBLY
Ligand binding kinetics is often described by
the Smoluchowski Equation:
∂p(q, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂q
D(q)
(
∂
∂q
− βF¯ (q)
)
p(q, t) (1)
where q is the separation between ligand and
receptor, p(q, t) is the time-dependent probabil-
ity distribution function, F¯ (q) = −∂W (q)/∂q is
the mean force, W (q) is the potential of mean
force, D(q) = kbT/ζ(q) is the spatially depen-
dent diffusion coefficient, and ζ(q) is the fric-
tion coefficient. This is a Markovian equation
and is valid if solvent fluctuations are very fast
compared to solute motions. The spatial de-
pendence of the diffusion coefficient arises from
hydrodynamic interactions (HI) between the re-
ceptor and ligand. F¯ (q) and the ζ(q) may be
computed from MD [12, 13]. Eq. (1) was tested
in our previous work but we observed very
slow solvent fluctuations at and around the dry-
ing transition between hydrophobic plates (or
spheres). Indeed the autocorrelation function
of the solvent force along q exhibited prominent
long time tails, indicating that non-Markovian
effects should be important. In such cases sol-
vent degrees of freedom must be included in de-
scribing hydrophobic assembly[10, 18]. We now
develop a theory that is applicable to the ligand-
receptor model. It includes a coarse grained de-
scription of the solvent as an explicit degree of
freedom of the dynamics, and involves a two
dimensional Smoluchowski equation, which al-
though Markovian, yields a non-Markovian ex-
pression for p(q, t) in place of Eq. (1), when the
solvent degree of freedom is projected out.
We propose a two dimensional model where
one coordinate is the diffusive coordinate q (the
separation between receptor and ligand), and
the other is a discrete state variable s = w or d,
indicating whether the binding pocket is wet or
dry, respectively. This model has state depen-
dent diffusion coefficients, D(w, q) and D(d, q),
evolves on state-dependent free energy surfaces,
W (w, q) and W (d, q), and its state can change
from wet to dry and from dry to wet by first or-
der kinetics with rate constants also depending
on q, namely k(d ← w, q) and k(w ← d, q) are
the rate constants to transition from w → d and
d→ w, respectively. This model is equivalent to
a particle diffusing on a potential energy surface
that can hop between two functional forms, one
for the wet and one for dry states, with differ-
ent spatially dependent diffusion constants on
each surface. We call this the Diffusive Surface
Hopping Model (DSHM). Such a scheme can be
described by the following two differential equa-
tion for the time evolution of the probability
density p(s, q, t):
∂p(s, q, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂q
D(s, q)
(
∂
∂q
− βF¯ (s, q)
)
p(s, q, t)
−k(s′ ← s, q)p(s, q, t) + k(s← s′, q)p(s′, q, t) ,
(2)
where F¯ (s, q) = −∂qW (s, q). One equation
where s = w and s′ = d is paired to one cor-
responding to s = d and s′ = w. In this way,
the diffusion dynamics is coupled to transitions
between the surfaces.
DSHM reduces to Eq. (1) when the hopping
rate between surfaces is fast compared to the
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FIG. 1. Schematic for the Markovian master equation analysis that is presently employed. Transitions
amongst wet states (blue framed snapshots) and dry states (red framed snapshots) occur along q. Transitions
between wet and dry states may occur in the dewetting region at fixed q. In the upper-right panel the
potential of mean force is plotted on the wet surface (blue line) and dry surface (red line). In the region
of drying, two of the models presently considered evolve along an averaged surface (black dashed line).
Snapshots are rendered with VMD [19].
rate of diffusion along q (see Appendix). This
model is similar in spirit to one discussed in Ref.
20 where diffusing charged particles in an elec-
tric field can hop between two states with differ-
ent diffusion coefficients and electric mobilities,
with the hopping governed by first order chem-
ical kinetics. However in this prior formulation,
a treatment of the spatial dependence of the
diffusion coefficients, electrical mobilities, and
transition rates is ignored.
Application of Eq. (2) calls for specifying
mean force and diffusion coefficient separately
for both the wet and dry states as well as a set of
transition rates between these states. The prob-
lem can be simplified for our receptor-ligand
problem since transitions between wet and dry
states only take place for separations in a nar-
row range (in the neighborhood of the critical
distance for drying qc). We assume that for
large values of q only wet states are accessible
and for small values of q only dry states are
accessible. Then one need only consider transi-
tions between surfaces in a specific “drying re-
gion.” One can then discretize the continuous
Smoluchowski dynamics [21], and place both
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) in the form of a Marko-
vian Master Equation:
∂pi(t)
∂t
= Rijpj(t) , (3)
where the index i runs over all allowed states,
and where q is represented on a grid. Eq. (2)
describes evolution of two surfaces, both wet
and dry. The detailed expressions for Rij in
the case of both one dimensional Smoluchowski
(Brownian) dynamics and our two dimensional
two surface representation are given in the Ap-
pendix, and a schematic depicting how transi-
tions are made in two surface model is depicted
in Fig. 1. Markovian Master Equations (Markov
State models) can serve as an important tool to
analyze conformational changes in biomolecules
and extract kinetic information from molecular
simulation [22], and have been also utilized to
treat solvent degrees of freedom, including dry-
ing fluctuations in carbon nanotubes [23, 24].
4The elements of the rate matrix R given in
Eq. (3) are obtained from a molecular dynam-
ics simulation runs in explicit solvent where the
ligand-pocket separation q is restrained to a set
of values along the assembly path. The model
ligand is a C60 fullerene and the pocket is an
ellipsoidal hole carved from a hydrophobic wall.
Further details are given in the Appendix.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Average mean force and hydrodynamic
profiles
The nature of the free energy surface and hy-
drodynamic interactions that the solute experi-
ences depends intrinsically on the strength of
the solute-water interaction. Vastly different
behavior is exhibited in the case of very hy-
drophobic bodies where assembly is facilitated
by drying as compared with more hydrophilic
bodies where steric interactions engender the
expulsion of water at small separations. We
have computed the potential of mean force and
hydrodynamic profile for the model pocket for
three different strengths of solvent attraction.
The interactions that describe the ligand are
not varied. The weakest and intermediate in-
teractions conform to the case of hydrophobic
assembly driven by drying transitions, whereas
the behavior of the strongly attractive pocket
is dominated by steric ejections of water. The
intermediate strength of attraction will be the
focus of this work and discussion of the other
two cases is presented in the Appendix.
Figs. 2B and 2D show how the number of wa-
ter molecules in the first solvation shell of the
ligand, NLigand and the number of pocket water
molecules NPocket vary as a function of the reac-
tion coordinate q for intermediate pocket-water
attraction. As the ligand enters the pocket, the
system undergoes a drying transition around
qc = 0.186 nm. As the ligand is rather hy-
drophilic, there is a free energy penalty asso-
ciated with the stripping away of waters from
the fullerene. There is also an observed maxi-
mum in the number of pocket water molecules
N)
2 >
/<
N>
FIG. 2. Layout describing the correlations among
various thermodynamic and hydrodynamic pro-
files as a function of ligand-pocket distance for
intermediate-attractive pocket. (A) Comparison
of the solvent-induced PMF (left scale) and fric-
tion profile(right scale), (B) ligand-water number
profile, (C) Correlation of pocket-water fluctuation
(left scale) and relaxation time (right scale), and
(D) pocket-water number profile.
as the ligand approaches the cavity, owing to
the intrusion of the ligand solvation shell into
the pocket.
The solvent-induced potential of mean force
and variation of the friction coefficient with sep-
aration q are plotted in Fig. 2A. Unlike our
previous work where the friction coefficient was
computed from the force-force autocorrelation
function, [25], we presently utilize a technique
that applies a harmonic restraint along the q-
direction at several positions and probes the
relaxation of the position autocorrelation func-
tion [26, 27]. The region of drying is associated
with a large peak in the friction coefficient, ζ(q).
The mean solvent induced force, is attractive
near qc. For the present system, barriers pri-
marily arise from the desolvation of the ligand
(see Fig. 2B).
Plotted in Fig. 2C are the solvent fluctuations
and relaxation times in the binding pocket as a
function of q. These properties have been found
to yield trends relatable to those observed for
5the profile of the friction coefficient in our pre-
vious works [12, 13], and this is also observed
in the present work. It is seen that relaxation
times greater than 200 ps are present in the cav-
ity near the dewetting transition. As we will
show later, this timescale is of the same order
as the mean first passage time for the ligand to
bind to the pocket starting from entry into the
pocket. Such slow fluctuations indicate that the
simple one dimensional Brownian dynamics ap-
proximation does not hold, and non-Markovian
effects are significant.
B. Hydrophobic forces on wet and dry
surfaces
A detailed characterization of the underly-
ing solvent coordinate in the DSHM calls for a
quantitative analysis of the dry and wet states
observed in the dewetting region. The probabil-
ity distribution and representative trajectory of
the pocket water molecules are shown for q = qc
in Fig. 3 (A) and (B). From the plot of the num-
ber of waters in the region between ligand and
pocket versus time in panel A, one sees that the
wet and dry states have sufficiently long survival
times, and therefore various average properties
for the wet and dry states can be determined.
To underline the importance of the slow fluc-
tuations between wet and dry states at the
dewetting transition, we plot the normalized po-
sition autocorrelation function of the total sys-
tem in Fig. 3D and for the wet and dry states
separately in Fig. 3C. One can see that the re-
laxation times of the correlation functions are
markedly shorter when the states are considered
separately. The friction coefficient in the wet
and dry states may be estimated from the cor-
relation function 〈q(0)q(t)〉 using the approach
in Refs. [26, 27]. The friction in the wet state is
close to the value found at large separations,
whereas in the dry state it is approximately
half of this. Therefore the pronounced hydrody-
namic effect we observe at the drying transition
in this and prior studies is shown to be due to
slow transitions between the wet and dry states,
and it is appealing to incorporate this as a sepa-
FIG. 3. (A) Representative trajectory exhibiting
continuous fluctuations between wet and dry state
at qc = 0.186 nm. (B) The probability distribu-
tion of solvent occupancy in the pocket at qc. Con-
figurations to the left and right of the dashed red
line are considered to be in “dry” or “wet” states,
respectively. The normalized position autocorrela-
tion function about 〈q〉 = qc is plotted in the wet
(black line) and dry (red line) states in panel (C)
and the total autocorrelation function from which
the friction coefficient at qc is determined is plotted
in panel (D). The long tail of the total correlation
function is absent in the wet and dry state results,
indicating that the large friction is associated with
slow solvent fluctuations due to drying and wetting
events.
rate slow collective variable, whereas other sol-
vent degrees of freedom remain treatable in the
Markovian limit. Indeed, this is the rationale
behind the Diffusive Surface Hopping Model.
C. Constructing the Diffusive Surface
Hopping Model
The parameterization of our Diffusive Surface
Hopping Model (DSHM) draws from the under-
lying simulation results as obtained in the re-
gion of the drying transition. As evident from
Eq. (2), the three main inputs necessary for
DSHM are the mean force and diffusion co-
6efficient along the two surfaces and the rate
constants for transitions between wet and dry
states. Here we will briefly outline only the
salient features of how we construct the DSHM
using simulation as the source of parameters.
A detailed discussion of the parameterization is
reserved for the Appendix.
The DSHM requires mean forces on the dry
and wet surfaces. It consists of numerous wet
and dry states set on a equally spaced grid along
q. For the purpose of this model, a state is de-
fined as dry if there are fewer than 15 water
molecules in the pocket, and wet otherwise. We
extract mean “dry” and “wet” forces by averag-
ing over wet and dry configurations separately
at each fixed q in the dewetting region. The re-
sulting potentials of mean forces, which include
the direct interactions of heavy bodies, that cor-
respond to the wet and dry surfaces are plotted
in Fig. 1.
Another crucial set of input parameters for
DSHM are the rate constants for the transi-
tions, wet 
 dry. Such transitions are only
treated in the dewetting region. Only wet and
dry states are considered at large and small sep-
arations, respectively. The matrix elements are
estimated from the average dwell times in the
wet state from MD simulations at fixed q. The
reverse transitions are then estimated from the
detailed balance condition and the equilibrium
probabilities of being in a wet or dry state. The
values of the inverse rate constants at the val-
ues of q considered are given in Table 1. The
transition times are shown to become shorter as
the bodies approach each other and fewer wa-
ter molecules are displaced by the drying event.
Recent work on the rate of drying [8, 9] finds
that the activation free energy depends on dis-
tance through linear and quadratic terms which
are related through macroscopic arguments to
surface and line tensions. We find our present
data set too sparse to elaborate on this finding.
At small separations, we include two states on
the wet surface for which the solvation state is
dry for long times. The inclusion of such “tran-
sient wet” states, which may be visited as the
ligand diffuses along q, place the kinetics of as-
sembly predicted by the model in quantitative
TABLE I. The period of wet to dry transitions and
equilibrium occupancy of wet and dry states. At
small q, no occupancy is given as it is dominated
by the dry state.
q k−1(q, d← w) Pdry Pwet
0.036 nm 6.0 ps – –
0.086 nm 20.0 ps – –
0.136 nm 75.8 ps 0.74 0.26
0.186 nm 193 ps 0.44 0.56
0.236 nm 212 ps 0.29 0.71
0.286 nm 276 ps 0.38 0.62
0.336 nm 519 ps 0.17 0.83
agreement with molecular dynamics simulation.
The diffusion coefficient in the dewetting re-
gion is taken to be constant, albeit with differ-
ent values on the wet and dry surfaces (Dwet =
Ddry/2 = 7.56 × 10−4 nm2/ps). The value of
Dwet is taken to be the diffusion constant for
the ligand at large separations. In this way, the
hydrodynamic effect in the dewetting region is
subsumed into the wet-to-dry transitions which
are an explicit degree of freedom of the dynam-
ics given by Eq. 2. Outside this region, the
diffusion coefficient is parameterized from the
frictional profile (Fig. 2A).
D. Comparison of Diffusive Surface
Hopping Model with other dynamical
schemes
In order to directly compare the dynamics of
the DSHM to explicit solvent molecular dynam-
ics simulation and to one-dimensional Smolu-
chowski dynamics, we determine the time-
dependent spatial distribution function, P (q, t),
and the mean first passage times (MFPT)
for assembly from MD simulations where the
pocket is fixed and the ligand is free to move
in the direction of q. To guarantee that the lig-
and cannot diffuse far from the binding site, a
repulsive wall potential is added to the system.
The resultant potential of mean force, including
the repulsive wall, is depicted in Fig. 1. It is
important to note that these simulations differ
7from those from which the model parameters
were determined, where q was fixed at different
values.
Apart from comparing with MD simulations,
it is also of interest to compare the two dimen-
sional model (DSHM) to one-dimensional dif-
fusion (Smoluchowski) dynamics on the aver-
age potential of mean force described by the
Markovian master equation, Eq. (1) including
either a position-dependent or a constant diffu-
sion coefficient [21]. The diffusive dynamics oc-
curs on the average potential of mean force that
includes contributions from both wet and dry
states. When hydrodynamic interactions are
considered (Avg-HI), the friction coefficient pro-
files depicted in Fig. 2 are utilized. In the case of
no hydrodynamic interaction (Avg-NOHI) the
diffusion constant Dwet is utilized for all values
of q.
The spatial probability distribution at time
t, p(q, t) =
∑
s p(s, q, t) can be compiled from a
set of molecular dynamics trajectories and com-
pared to the results for the models that are ob-
tained from the solution of Eq. 3. The proba-
bility distribution at t = 50 ps and t = 100 ps,
is plotted in Fig. 4. It can be readily seen that
the MD result exhibits three peaks: one corre-
sponding to the basin in the mean force that
is created by the wall potential at large sepa-
rations, a smaller, more transient peak in the
dewetting region, and a peak corresponding to
ligand in the docked state. For long times, the
distribution is localized in the docked pose, or
in the case of the models based on Eq. (3), in
the absorbing state.
Whereas all Master Equation models consid-
ered reproduce the features at the ligand far
from the pocket and for the ligand in the docked
pose, the peak resulting from drying fluctua-
tions is not described by the average potential of
mean force alone (which is strictly attractive in
this region). The results for MD and the DSHM
model are in good agreement in this region (see
insets of Fig. 4), as the model captures the peak
position and decay from t = 50 ps to t = 100 ps
very well given the model’s resolution.
The results for Avg-HI given in Fig. 4 also ex-
hibit a peak in p(t) in the drying region, but it
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FIG. 4. Probability distribution of the assembly
process at t = 50 ps (top panel) and t = 100 ps
(bottom panel). The results from MD simulation
(black bars) are compared against those extracted
from three theories that can be expressed as Marko-
vian master equations, one where the distribution
evolves on two surfaces (DSHM, red line with dia-
monds), and where it evolves on an average surface
with (AVG-HI) and without hydrodynamic interac-
tions (AVG-NOHI) (green line with circles and blue
line with triangles, respectively). Insets zoom into
the distributions in the drying region.
is shifted with respect to the results of the MD
and the DSHM. The peak in the Avg-HI distri-
bution is shifted to the right of where the fric-
tion coefficient peaks and is related to where the
smallest element of Rij appears in the dewet-
ting region (see the Appendix). From consid-
eration of the DSHM, it is clear that this peak
position is determined by the local minimum
along the wet surface and that it is successful
in reproducing the peak position present in the
MD result. This shift in peak position is rem-
iniscent of that reported in Ref. 17, where a
difference was observed in the ζ(q) computed
8from simulations in which q is restrained, and an
effective spatial friction extracted from MFPT
data. The authors attributed this shift to non-
Markovian effects which we have seen are cap-
tured by DSHM.
The mean first passage times (MFPT) for as-
sembly initiated from a wet state at q0 = 0.336
nm are given in Table 2 for the models consid-
ered. It can be seen that, among all dynamical
schemes presently considered, the MFPT ob-
tained from DSHM comes closest to the results
obtained from MD. The Avg-HI result signifi-
cantly overestimates the MFPT. On the other
hand the MFPT obtained from Avg-NOHI is a
drastic underestimation of the result obtained
from simulation, partly because it lacks a de-
scription of the drying transition.
In order to gain a more detailed understand-
ing of the kinetics in the drying region, we
compute the MFPT to assembly from initial
wet configurations at pocket-ligand separations
where the average surface points downhill to-
wards assembly. Trajectories (about 3%) that
recross into the region beyond the drying tran-
sition are not counted for the purpose of this
calculation. The DSHM is in agreement with
the results obtained from MD. As expected,
the AVG-NOHI MFTP is far too low owing to
its lack of a description of the drying phenom-
ena. Interestingly, the AVG-HI model yields
a reasonable result for one initial condition
(q0 = 0.286 nm) but not the other (q0 = 0.186
nm). This result is another manifestation of the
spatial shift of the probability distribution dis-
cussed above, such that the large hydrodynamic
slowdown does not influence the (AVG-HI) re-
sults when the ligand is initially placed to the
left of the center peak in Fig. 4.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A full assessment of the kinetics of molecu-
lar recognition processes calls for the inclusion
of molecular-scale hydrodynamic effects. How-
ever, most typically in coarse-grained models
such effects are either ignored or treated within
Markovian limit where the solvent time scales
are assumed to be fast compared to those of
the heavy bodies. In reality, however slow sol-
vent fluctuations are present when confined wa-
ter molecules are expelled from the region be-
tween the ligand and the pocket wall. The non-
Markovian nature of this problem begs for a
more comprehensive theory which includes the
solvent as an explicit part of the reaction path.
We present a simple model to study the ki-
netics of ligand binding in a model hydrophobic
enclosure in conjunction with a novel coarse-
grained theory for describing the solvent be-
havior in which solvent is accounted for by in-
troducing a discrete state variable specifying
whether the pocket is “dry” or “wet.” In this
way, diffusive motion along the (heavy body) as-
sembly coordinate is coupled to transitions be-
tween the wet and dry surfaces. This model is
found to yield an improved description of the
assembly process when compared with models
that ignore these state changes and obey stan-
dard Smoluchowski (Brownian) dynamics. In
this way, the leading phenomena that give rise
to non-Markovian behavior may be subsumed
into a Markovian master equation description
that lies in a larger state space.
Here we have explored the role of solvent in
the kinetics of ligand-pocket association. Al-
though our model is rather crude, it is still able
to capture the displacement of water molecules
by a ligand via hydrophobic drying transitions
and the free energy barrier associated with lig-
and desolvation. However the ligand pocket is
rather smooth and interactions are only medi-
ated through the Lennard-Jones potential and
not specific hydrogen bonding. Indeed, the
presence of water may be more or less favor-
able near hetergeneous surfaces[28] or in dif-
ferent regions of the pocket [1]. Furthermore,
the pocket and the ligand are both rigid struc-
tures in the simulations and the coupling of lig-
and and pocket internal degrees of freedom is
not presently considered. Such effects may be
rather slow and essential in the pathway to as-
sembly, and may be incorporated in modified
diffusive surface hopping models.
Assembly processes that occur in a bath of
lighter particles are important in a wide vari-
9TABLE II. Mean first passage times (MFPT) as extracted from various models.
MFPT MFPT MFPT
q0 = 0.336 nm q0 = 0.286 nm q0 = 0.186 nm
MD 473 ps 45 ps 42 ps
DSHM 351 ps 42 ps 34 ps
Avg-HI 816 ps 52 ps 5 ps
Avg-NOHI 193 ps 9 ps 3 ps
ety of settings. Molecular dynamics simulations
provide an excellent tool for the study of such
systems, although a deep understanding can be
gained from the relation of large scale simula-
tions to more coarse grained models of diffusion
on smaller subsets of collective variables. This
understanding can further clarify the kinetics
of assembly processes and be incorporated into
coarse-grained models. Future work will ad-
dress this relation, as well as the behavior of
patchy, softer, and more realistic bodies.
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Appendix A: Expression for elements of
dynamic matrix
The dynamics of a system that obeys a
Markovian master equation description is given
by Eq. 3 for the evolution of the probability
distribution in state i, pi(t) In the two surface
model, the index i runs over all allowed wet and
dry states. The diffusive coordinate q is repre-
sented on a grid of spacing ∆q. The matrix R
can be expressed as the sum of three matrices
that describe distinct types of transitions,
R = Rd +Rw +Rwd . (A1)
A diagram of this addition is shown in Fig. 5.
The total dimension of R is Nw + Nd. The
matrices Rd and Rw describe transitions along
q in the dry and wet states, respectively and
have the following form:
Rs(qi, qj) = −
[
ω
(s)
+,j + ω
(s)
−,j
]
δij + ω
(s)
+,j δj+1,j + ω
(s)
−,j δj−1,j (A2)
where ‘s’ denotes either a wet or dry state and,
ω
(s)
+,n =
D(s, qn+1) +D(s, qn)
2∆q2
exp (+α) (A3)
ω
(s)
−,n =
D(s, qn−1) +D(s, qn)
2∆q2
exp (−α) , (A4)
where,
α =
β∆q
4
[
F¯ (s, qn+1) + F¯ (s, qn)
]
. (A5)
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D and F¯ are the diffusion coefficient and mean force on a particular surface. These expressions
represent a discretization of the Smoluchowski Equation (Eq. 1) [21].
In the Markovian (Brownian) limit, this expres-
sion along a single, averaged surface is consid-
ered. The spatial dependence in the diffusion
coefficient engenders a maximum slowdown in
the transition probability Rij where the sum of
the diffusion coefficients in states i and j is min-
imum. For the profile plotted in Fig. 2 this
occurs at q = 0.236 nm, and is reflected in the
peak position of p(q, t) that is observed in the
AVG-HI model (Fig. 4). The peak position also
can depend on F¯ , but it is roughly constant in
the dewetting region on the average surface.
( )
Rw
Rd
0
0
Rwd
FIG. 5. A schematic of the addition of the matrices
that comprise the rate matrix, R. Transitions along
q on the dry surface are described by Rd, and along
the wet surface by Rw. Rwd mediates transitions
between the surfaces. The non-zero blocks of these
matrices are denoted by the red, blue, and black
boxes, respectively.
In the range of separations where wet-to-dry
transitions may occur, they are described by the
matrix Rwd. If Nwd is the number of values of
q for which such transitions are allowed, then
the matrix is (square) block diagonal where the
block has dimension of 2Nwd. This block has
diagonal elements: −k(q, w ← d) for indices
less than or equal to Nwd and −k(q, d ← w)
for indices greater than Nwd. The off diago-
nal components are non-zero for transitions be-
tween wet and dry states at the same value of
q. The lifetime of the wet state is the inverse of
the transition rates given in Table 1.
Appendix B: Simulation model and details
The model system in the current study, as de-
picted [19] in Fig. 6, is inspired by the one de-
veloped by McCammon and coworkers, [14] but
with some distinct features, most notably that
the size of the ligand and the pocket are larger,
with a length scale on the order of 1 nm. In the
present model, a semi-ellipsoidal (rather than
hemispherical) pocket is “cut out” of a hexag-
onal close-packed (HCP) lattice. The equation
for the ellipsoid is:
x2 + y2 + (cz)2 = R2 , (B1)
with c=0.8528 and R=1.1 nm. The pocket
sites are fixed and interact with the model lig-
and with an Lennard-Jones potential with σ=
0.4152 nm, as in Ref [14]. The well depth is
varied for the sites that line the pocket, as de-
termined by a thickness of 0.17 nm. In this
way, we vary the extent of hydrophobicity of
the pocket. We have utilized three pocket types
with different interaction potential well-depths:
a) “highly attractive” interaction with =0.024
kJ/mol, b) “weakly attractive” interaction with
=0.0024 kJ/mol and c) “intermediate attrac-
tive” interaction with =0.008 kJ/mol . All
other pocket sites are assigned an  = 0.0024
kJ/mol as in Ref. 14. The main text concen-
trated on the case of intermediate attractive at-
traction (pocket =0.008 kJ/mol ) and here, we
elaborate on the other two parameter choices,
namely the “highly attractive” and “weakly at-
tractive” pocket.
Unlike in the work of McCammon and co-
workers [14, 17] where a methane molecule
was used to represent the ligand, we employ a
nanoscale object in the form of C60 fullerene.
This model of C60 fullerene has been utilized
in one of our prior studies [12] and interacts
with other bodies by means of a Lennard Jones
potential with parameters =0.276 kJ/mol and
σ=0.350 nm. The water is modeled with the
TIP4P potential [29]. The solute-solvent inter-
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q
(a) (b)
FIG. 6. Front and side view of the model ligand
(C60 molecule, blue) and model pocket are depicted
in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The well-depth
associated with the LJ interaction () of sites that
line the pocket (green atoms) is varied in this study.
Other sites (gray atoms) are assigned the smallest
value of  utilized in this work. The model is visu-
alized with VMD.
actions are represented by the geometric mean
of the respective water and solute parameters.
Appendix C: Technique to compute the
hydrodynamic profile
In the Brownian limit, one can quantify the
solvent-induced potential of mean force (PMF)
and hydrodynamic profile between the pocket
and ligand along a coordinate that is a function
only of heavy-body positions. In the present
work, this coordinate is along the direction of
the difference between the center-of-masses of
the pocket and the ligand and is zero where the
ligand center of mass enters the cavity (see Fig.
6B)). This reaction coordinate, q, is only a func-
tion of the heavy bodies. The effect of the water
is included implicitly through the induced po-
tential of mean force experienced by the bod-
ies and the hydrodynamic interactions encoded
in the friction coefficient. The non-Markovian
effects that arise from the slow solvent fluctu-
ations are not treated by this framework, and
the development of an alternative model (i.e.
DSHM) is one of the chief aims of this study.
To calculate the solvent-induced potential of
mean force, we utilize a similar protocol as in
our prior work [12, 13]. A series of simulations
are run keeping the pocket and ligand fixed at
selected values of q. The ligand-pocket separa-
tion ranged from 0.86 nm to 2.46 nm at a sepa-
ration of 0.1 nm and where needed, finer grid of
spacing 0.05 nm was also used. The simulation
box dimension, prior to equilibration, varied be-
tween 4.6 nm × 4.6 nm × 6.0 nm and 4.6 nm
× 4.6 nm × 8.0 nm, depending on the pocket-
ligand separation. Accordingly, the number of
solvent molecules in the box also varied between
3375 and 4774. At each separation, the sys-
tem was equilibrated under isothermal-isobaric
(NPT) conditions for 1 ns and the data were col-
lected in the canonical (NVT) ensemble for 5 ns.
A stochastic velocity rescaling thermostat [30]
was employed to maintain the temperature at
300 K for all simulations a Berendsen baro-
stat [31] was employed at a pressure of 1 bar for
constant pressure equilibration. The solvent-
induced mean force acting on the ligand and
pocket are then computed from NVT runs at
each separation. To obtain the solvent-induced
potential of mean force (PMF), this quantity is
then integrated along the reaction coordinate.
Simulations were performed in the microcan-
conical (NVE) ensembles in order to evaluate
the pocket-water fluctuations and solvent re-
laxation time. To maintain strict energy con-
servation in the microcanonical ensemble, NVE
runs were performed in double precision. All
simulations were performed using GROMACS
4.5.4 [32].
The position-dependent relative friction co-
efficient acting on the ligand as a function of
pocket-ligand separation is computed in the fol-
lowing manner. In our recent work the fric-
tion coefficient was computed from the force-
force autocorrelation function, [25] but in the
present study we utilize an alternative method
[26, 27] to compute the friction coefficient. In
this method, one performs series of umbrella
sampling simulations along the reaction coor-
dinate and extracts the friction from the time
correlation function of reaction coordinate po-
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sition at a given separation:
ζ(q) = kbT
∫
dq 〈δq(t)δq(0)〉
〈δq2〉2 , (C1)
where δq = q − 〈q〉 represents the fluctuations
of the reaction coordinate.
In our current study, the umbrella sampling
technique is utilized instead of the force-force
autocorrelation technique [25] that we previ-
ously employed [12, 13]. This is mainly due to
the fact that the symmetries of the two-body
friction tensor that are exploited in the work of
Ref. 25 are not present when the two bodies are
not identical as in the pocket-ligand complex.
The protocol for the friction calculation is as
follows. The force constant of the umbrella po-
tential was chosen such that it was the low-
est value that engenders a Gaussian distribu-
tion about the average value of the reaction co-
ordinate. The typical values of the force con-
stant for the umbrella potential ranged between
3000− 6000 kJ/mol/nm2. At the ligand-pocket
separation corresponding to the friction peak,
we also repeated the calculation of the fric-
tion coefficient using different force constants.
The uncertainties in the friction coefficient com-
puted using different force constants was less
than 10% of the average values. The follow-
ing protocol was employed in order to compute
position time correlation function to good sta-
tistical accuracy: At selected ligand-pocket sep-
arations, the system is first subjected to a short
umbrella-sampling equilibration in the canon-
ical (NVT) ensemble. Subsequently, micro-
canonical (NVE) umbrella sampling production
runs were initiated by varying the initial veloc-
ity seeds. In the dewetting region, where very
slow solvent fluctuations are present, twenty in-
dependent runs of up to 8 ns were carried out.
Outside this region, it was found that ten, 4 ns
long trajectories are sufficient to converge the
results. The values of instantaneous reaction co-
ordinates were collected every 0.01 ps from each
run. To facilitate energy conservation, double
precision routines and a smaller time step of
0.001 ps was utilized. Due to the expensive na-
ture of the computation, the friction coefficient
was computed at selected values of reaction co-
ordinate. An estimate of the error in friction
coefficient was also obtained by block averag-
ing over multiple umbrella sampled trajectories
for largest ligand-pocket separations as well as
the ligand-pocket separation corresponding to
friction peak. The uncertainty in the friction
coefficient was 1-3% of the average values for
the highly attractive and intermediate attrac-
tive cases and 1-15% of the average values for
the weakly attractive cases.
For the purpose of analysis, the variation of
pocket-water and ligand-water as a function of
distance are also computed. The ‘ligand-water’
is defined as the water in the first solvation
shell (RCF-OW < 0.8 nm) of the ligand, and
the ‘pocket water’ is simply the number of wa-
ter molecules present in the pocket pocket (see
Fig 6). The fluctuations and relaxation time
of the pocket waters are computed at different
ligand-pocket separations. The solvent fluctu-
ations are given by the expression
〈
δN2
〉
/ 〈N〉
and the relaxation time by,
τ =
1
〈δN2〉
∫
dt 〈δN(t)δN(0)〉 , (C2)
where N is the number of water molecules in
the pocket and δN = N − 〈N〉. In our previous
work, such properties have been found to yield
trends relatable to those observed for the profile
of the friction coefficient [12, 13].
Appendix D: Hydrodynamics and solvent
fluctuations in the hydrophilic and ideally
hydrophobic cavities
The hydrodynamic profiles and the corre-
sponding water-profile for the intermediate at-
tractive pocket (=0.008 KJ/mol) have been
discussed in the main text. In this Appendix,
we will primarily discuss the results for the
two remaining cases, namely the highly and
weakly attractive pocket. In Figs. 7 and 8,
we present pocket-water, ligand-water, the po-
tential of mean force and variation of the fric-
tional coefficient with separation for the ligand
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FIG. 7. Layout describing the correlations among
various thermodynamic and hydrodynamic profiles
as a function of ligand-pocket distance for weakly
attractive pocket. (A) Comparison of the solvent-
induced PMF (left scale) and frictional profile (right
scale), (B) ligand-water number, (C) correlation of
pocket-water fluctuation (left scale) and relaxation
time (right scale), and (D) pocket-water number.
interacting with the weakly and highly attrac-
tive pockets, respectively.
It can be seen that, even when the ligand is
far away from the pocket (for large values of q),
different water densities are present in all three
pockets presently considered (see the main text
for the pocket of intermediate attraction), ow-
ing to differences in the pocket hydration affin-
ity. Naturally, as the C60 potential is not mod-
ified, the number of waters in the ligand solva-
tion shell is the same at large q. As the lig-
and approaches the pocket, water is stripped
from its solvation shell, and as it is rather hy-
drophilic, one can expect a contribution to the
barrier to assembly arising from this process.
There is an observed maximum in the number
of pocket water as the ligand approaches the
cavity, owing to the overlap of ligand solvation
shell into the pocket.
When the ligand starts to enter the pocket
(≈ q = 0.5 nm), the weakly attractive pocket
undergoes a drying transition (see Fig. 7B).
As in the case of intermediate attraction dis-
N)
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/<
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FIG. 8. Layout describing the correlations among
various thermodynamic and hydrodynamic profiles
as a function of ligand-pocket distance for highly
attractive pocket. (A) Comparison of the solvent-
induced PMF (left scale) and frictional profile (right
scale), (B) ligand-water number profile, (C) corre-
lation of pocket-water fluctuation (left scale) and
relaxation time (right scale), and (D) pocket-water
number profile.
cussed in the main text, high friction coefficients
and large and slow solvent fluctuations are as-
sociated with the drying transition, albeit at a
larger pocket-ligand separation. The solvent-
induced free energy profile includes a relatively
shallow basin at q = 0.8 nm and a barrier that is
primarily engendered by the desolvation of the
ligand. Hydrophobic attractive forces dominate
and drive the ligand pocket complex to assem-
bly, but there is an unexpected turnover of the
free energy profile at very small pocket-ligand
separations near the binding pose. We attribute
this increase in the PMF for q < 0 to the re-
tention of water brought in by the hydrophilic
ligand, which is unfavorable in this hydropho-
bic pocket (see Fig 7D). We also note that even
though most of these features in the solvent-
induced free energy profiles are also observed
in the case of the pocket with intermediate at-
tractions, the above-mentioned increase in free
energy near the binding position is absent.
In the highly attractive pocket (Fig. 8), solva-
tion water is stabilized by the relatively strong
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affinity of water for the cavity, even as the model
ligand penetrates deeply into the pocket. Peaks
in the friction correspond to features in the po-
tential of mean force for q < 0.5 nm, as well
as to large solvent fluctuations and relaxation
times. The molecular-scale hydrodynamic ef-
fects are a manifestation of slow, confined wa-
ter molecules which are “squeezed out” as the
ligand is brought closer to the cavity wall. The
highly attractive pocket expels water layer-by-
layer as indicated by the decreases in number
at q = 0.3 nm and q = 0. The difference in
these separations is dictated by the diameter of
the water molecule (σO ≈ 0.3 nm). As shown
in our previous work [12, 13], the peaks in the
friction can fortify the kinetic barriers to associ-
ation that the ligand experiences as it traverses
the free energy surface.
Appendix E: Further description of the
Diffusive Surface Hopping Model
We propose a two dimensional model where
one coordinate is the diffusive coordinate q (the
separation between receptor and ligand), and
the other is a discrete state variable s, indicat-
ing whether the binding pocket is wet or dry. As
shown in the Eq. 2 in the main text, this model
has state dependent diffusion constants D(s, q),
evolves on state dependent free energy surfaces
W (s, q), and its state can change from wet to
dry and from dry to wet by first order kinetics
with rate constants also depending on q. This
model is equivalent to a particle diffusing on a
potential energy surface that can hop between
two functional forms, one for the wet and one
for dry states, with different spatially dependent
diffusion constants on each surface. We call this
the Diffusive Surface Hopping Model (DSHM).
The diffusion dynamics is thus coupled to tran-
sitions between the surfaces specified with rate
constants k(s← s′, q).
In our present model, 22 (9 dry and 13 wet)
states are employed with a grid spacing of ∆q =
0.05 nm to describe the system on the domain
of −0.064 nm ≤ q ≤ 0.636 nm. For the purpose
of this model, a state is defined as dry if there
are fewer than 15 water molecules in the pocket,
and wet otherwise. The mean force is extracted
from simulations where the ligand and pocket
are fixed, and averages are taken separately over
wet and dry states. The potentials of mean force
corresponding to the wet and dry states are
plotted in Fig. 3 in the main text. These sur-
faces include the direct interactions of the heavy
bodies, which are strictly attractive on the do-
main of q that is currently considered. It can be
seen that there is a relatively shallow minimum
at q ≈ 0.15 nm. The dry surface is strictly
attractive and assembly proceeds readily after
a transition to a dry state occurs. Transitions
between the wet and dry surfaces are allowed
in the region 0.036 nm ≤ q ≤ 0.336 nm. The
values of the transition rate constant at allowed
values of q are given in Table 2 in the main text.
Matrix elements for transitions, wet
 dry, are
estimated from the average dwell time in the
dry state from MD simulations at fixed q. The
transition times become shorter as the bodies
approach each other and fewer water molecules
are displaced by the drying event. In general,
the dry state becomes more favorable at smaller
separations. At q = 0.036 nm and q = 0.086
nm, the transition rate parameters are esti-
mated from the relaxation time of the solvent
to irreversibly go from the wet to dry state, as
wet states are not observed at long times.
In the drying region, the diffusion coefficient
is approximated to be constant on each surface,
albeit it is taken to be twice as large on the
wet surface. This ratio is estimated from the
position-position autocorrelation functions de-
picted in Fig. 3C of the main text. The value of
the diffusion coefficient on the wet surface was
taken to be equal to the diffusion coefficient at
largest separations, Dwet = 7.56×10−4 nm2/ps.
As the DSHM only explicitly describes the wet
to dry transitions, other hydrodynamic effects,
such as the confined nature of pocket water are
not included, and therefore this value may be
considered an upper bound on an appropriate
estimate for Dwet. Outside the drying region,
the diffusion coefficient is parameterized from
the frictional profile (see Fig. 2A in the main
text).
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An absorbing boundary is set at q = −0.064
nm and a reflecting boundary is present at the
wet state value of q = 0.036 nm. The former
denotes a position where assembly is considered
to occur and the latter choice is justified by the
fact no wet states are allowed at smaller separa-
tions due to steric hinderance as observed from
the highly attractive case.
Appendix F: Calculation of MFPT from
MD simulations
In order to directly compare the dynamics of
the Diffusive Surface Hopping Model to those
of the explicit solvent molecular dynamics sim-
ulation and one dimensional Smoluchowski Dy-
namics, we study the time-dependent spatial
distribution and the mean first passage times
(MFPT) for assembly. For this purpose, we
have carried out a separate set of MD simula-
tions, where the pocket is fixed and the ligand is
free to move in the direction of q. To guarantee
that the ligand cannot diffuse far away from the
binding site, a repulsive wall potential is added
to the system. This is achieved by means of the
PLUMED plugin for GROMACS [32, 33] and
ensures that all configurations are bound to the
domain q < 0.6 nm. The functional form of the
boundary potential is as follows:
Vwall(q) = K(q − L)4 q ≥ L
= 0 otherwise, (F1)
where K = 15000 kJ/mol/nm4 and L is the
lower bound on q which is set at q = 0.366 nm
(a position slightly to the right of barrier in the
total PMF). With this boundary in place, the
kinetics of assembly upon ligand entry into the
pocket is described, but not the diffusion of the
ligand up to the pocket entry. A total of 645
different ligand-binding trajectories were run,
either by varying the velocity seeds or by chang-
ing the solvent configurations at a fixed initial
condition, q0. The initial configuration for each
run is always chosen such that the occupation
of pocket waters corresponds to a wet state. If
a dry state is chosen then assembly proceeds
rapidly.
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FIG. 9. The natural logarithm of the survival prob-
ability for the assembly process as estimated from
a set of explicit solvent molecular dynamics trajec-
tories (red curve) and coarse-grained models: the
DSHM for two choices of the wet state diffusion
coefficient (black curves), and Smoluchowski dy-
namics on the average surface with and without HI
(green and blue curves, respectively). The data de-
picted in the top, center, and bottom panels cor-
respond to the MFPTs presented in Table 2 of the
main text at the corresponding initial states.
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Appendix G: Survival probabilities:
comparison of theory and MD
The Markovian master equation is given by
the following expression,
∂pi(t)
∂t
= Rijpj(t) , (G1)
and has the following formal solution,
pi(t) = Tij(t)pj(0) , (G2)
where the matrix T is the propagator et R. This
exponentiated matrix may be readily evaluated
in the eigenbasis of R, which may be computed
by means of standard linear algebra libraries.
Given an absorbing state (at i = 1), the sur-
vival probability may be computed from the
sum over the probability of residing in non-
absorbing states S(t) =
∑Nw+Nd
i=2 pi(t). The
mean passage time is then obtained by taking
the time integral of S(t).
The survival probability of assembly from
q0 = 0.336 nm is plotted in Fig. 9 on a log scale
for the MD estimate as well as for the DSHM
and Smoluchowski dynamics with and without
hydrodynamic interactions (HI) on the average
surface. It can be seen that although the DSHM
exhibits reasonable agreement for the MFPT
(see Table 2 of the main text), there are dis-
crepancies at both short and long times. At
short times, this is due to the fact that a larger
fraction of MD trajectories initially proceed in
the direction of assembly (67%) than predicted
by the DSHM (54%).
At longer times, the disagreement can be al-
leviated by using a different choice for the dif-
fusion coefficient on the wet surface in the dry-
ing region, Dwet. As discussed above, the value
chosen is that of the diffusion coefficient at large
separations (denoted as D0 in Fig. 9) and can
be considered an upper bound for this param-
eter. If Dwet is tuned so as to yield the same
MFPT as the MD estimate, then Dwet is found
to be approximately 0.7D0. This result is also
plotted in Fig. 9, and this alteration is shown
to improve agreement with the MD estimate at
long times.
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FIG. 10. The mean first passage time, is plotted
for the DSHM as the dewetting transition rates, k,
are increased for their baseline value, k0 (red circles
with dashed line). For very fast transitions, the
results converge to the AVG-NOHI result (dashed
black line), when the diffusion coefficient is taken
to be Dwet on both surfaces.
In the middle and lower panels of Fig. 9, we
plot the survival probably on a log scale that
correspond to the passage through the dewet-
ting region and whose integral corresponds to
the MFPT values given the two right-hand
columns of Table 2 in the main text. One can
see how the Avg-HI model is far more sensitive
to the change in initial position than the other
schemes. The DSHM results exhibit some sen-
sitivity to the choice of Dwet, although overall
agreement with the MD estimate is not greatly
altered.
As the transition rate between wet and dry
states increases, the resultant behavior should
converge onto the result obtained from the aver-
age surface. This behavior arises from the fact
that the Smoluchowski dynamics is recovered
in the limit where the solvent dewetting fluc-
tuations are fast. Our model is indeed able to
produce this effect as is shown in Fig. 10. For
the purpose of this result, we only consider a
single diffusion constant on both the wet, dry,
and average surfaces, Ddry = Dwet = Davg =
7.56× 10−4 nm2/ps. The initial distribution is
again taken to be a wet state at q0 = 0.336
nm. It can be clearly seen that, given the cho-
sen parameters, as the transition rates are in-
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creased, the AVG-NOHI result is recovered from the DSHM model.
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